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Abstract

Imprecise dietary reports are often cited as one reason for weak or non-existent relations between diet and disease in epidemiological studies. Studies in applied cognitive psychology have contributed to the improved utility of general survey questionnaires. However, only a few studies have examined cognitive processes in diet recall, and the designs of dietary assessment instruments that may enhance recall of habitual diet. This paper briefly summarises some research on cognition in diet recall, and gives some suggestions for future research.

Introduction

Epidemiological studies depend on the ability of individuals to give clear reports of various life circumstances (1,2), and sometimes of events from many years back (3-5). Dietary assessment in epidemiological studies is based on the assumption that individuals have clear memories of their usual dietary habits, and that these memories can readily be recalled and quantified (6). However, researchers have questioned whether the dietary assessment methods currently in use give exposure measures of satisfactory precision (7-9). The flaws of these methods are often cited as one reason for weak or non-existent relations between diet and disease in epidemiological studies (9,10).

Dietary methodological studies

Food frequency questionnaires and diet history methods are methods commonly used in studies of diet and disease. These methods request individuals to recall complex information about their habitual diet (i.e., “usual” diet methods), such as the various types of foods eaten, the usual portion-sizes chosen, and the frequency of consumption (11). Methodological studies on dietary assessment have indicated that the specific format of an assessment method may result in differences in dietary reports. For instance, the reported intakes from food frequency questionnaires and diet history methods depend on the number of items included in the food list (12,13), the general organisation of the food list (14), the grouping of food items (15), the order and type of frequency response alternatives (16,17), and the number of portion-size alternatives presented (13,18,19). Previous methodological studies have generally examined the ability of the instrument to estimate group mean intakes (i.e., instrument biases), and to rank individuals on energy and specific nutrients, but have generally not investigated the interplay between instrument design and cognitive processing in diet recall.

The difficulties in recalling and quantifying complex dietary information, and the ability of dietary assessment methods to provide accurate reports, have been much debated (6,20). Also, researchers have reviewed and discussed cognitive issues related to dietary survey methods (21-23). However, only a few studies have examined the specific memory structures of dietary habits (24,25), and the cognitive processes individuals use when recalling dietary intakes (24,26,27). Even fewer studies have examined how instruments should be designed to enhance cognitive processing in recall of habitual diet, and thus counteract misclassification and bias in dietary assessment (24,28).

Cognitive aspects of survey research

Research concerned with the structure and design of survey questionnaires builds on theories of cognitive psychology (1,29,30). During the last 10-15 years survey researchers have become increasingly aware that analysis of the people’s cognitive processes when they respond to questionnaire items can contribute to improved survey design and the reduction of response error (24,30). Several researchers have suggested models that delineate the sequence of cognitive processes a respondent has to pass through when answering survey questions (1,29). Although it is not well understood how many there are, the following classes have been identified as important for a respondent to go through when responding to a survey question. Also, the classes suggest the important steps to examine in cognitive studies of survey response (1).

1) Comprehending, or encoding, the presented question. The individual forms an internal representation of the question, and receives a signal to start retrieval from memory. Without thorough comprehension of the survey question, the appropriate memory cue is not received, relevant parts of memory will not be scanned, and the desired information may not be retrievable.

2) Decision and judgement processes. These processes guide the search for, and the output of, information from memory, and may be activated both before and after information is retrieved from memory. Decisions may include whether it is feasible or worth the effort to search for information. The respondent may decide that the survey question was not understood and will read the question once more. After retrieval, decisions may include judgement of accuracy, whether further retrieval attempts will be needed, or whether the answer should be altered to make it more socially desirable.

3) Retrieval of information from memory. The actual retrieval from memory may consist of recall of information that serves as a complete answer (in low-frequency behaviour). Alternatively, information may be recalled in incomplete fragments (in high-frequency behaviour, several similar memories may be available).
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4) Response. The reverse of the first stage, i.e., information retrieved from memory needs to be re-coded into a verbal or written form.

The model in Figure 1 describes how these classes of responses may be related (1). The model is intended to reflect that the retrieval of information, once a questionnaire item is understood, is not necessarily automatic. Control processes are hypothesised to occur both before and after retrieval from memory. Also, the sequence of events is flexible, and should not be seen as a strictly sequential processing chain.

Cognitive aspects of dietary assessment

Inspired by the results of general survey research, a project examining cognitive processes that facilitate dietary survey responding was initiated by Smith et al. (24). A series of experiments were designed to investigate the nature of the dietary information that is available in the memory of respondents, the ability of respondents to make food frequency judgements, the sensitivity of frequency judgements to retrieval cues, and the ability to judge portion-sizes in diet recall (24).

These experiments indicated that individuals largely appeared to rely on generic knowledge about their habitual diet when asked to recall dietary memories from longer periods. Although, specific memories from singular events clearly contributed to dietary reports, those memories were rapidly lost.

Model

A model (Figure 2) of the memory structure that explains reports about dietary habits was developed based on the experimental findings (31). This model proposes that individuals report their intake by searching a memory which consists of two classes of elements: permanent (or "generic") and episodic.

The permanent elements reflect the base rates of an individual's habitual food consumption. The permanent elements are labelled with category and item labels. Category labels could, for instance, be "foods I eat" or "foods I never eat", and item labels could be understood as common food or brand names, or the specific names individuals assign to foods. In addition to category and item labels, the episodic elements are labelled with contextual information from the episode when items were experienced. The reports of item labels of permanent elements are independent of time. However, the contextual information available in memory from the food consumption episode decays with time. When the contextual information is lost, recall of specific food memories is difficult. Therefore the quality of reports of item labels for episodic elements decreases with time.

The structure of habitual diet memories appears to be very similar to memories of other autobiographical events (24). Memories of similar incidents that occur repeatedly or every day, are superimposed on one another and will become confused over time. Individual events will be blurred with later events, and details will be lost, but a general pattern or "script" will be retained (29,32). When recalling such memories inferences will commonly be made from episodic memories that appear salient to the respondent (32).

Memory cues

The important difference in recall processes and accuracy between "usual" diet methods (i.e., diet history methods and food frequency questionnaires) and "current" diet methods (i.e., 24-hour recalls) is not the closeness in time, or the number of details requested, but the cues presented to the respondent. A 24-hour recall interview is a true recall of distinct, discrete events in the very recent past. In this case the cue is a series of events within a well-defined time-interval. In contrast, the cues presented with a food frequency questionnaire are instead a series of food names.

The respondent is requested to recognise these food names and relate them to personal habits. No assumption can be made that either recall or recognition give better, or "truer", dietary reports. Both processes probably use similar memory structures. However, the specific cues presented determine which aspect of the memory structure is accessed, or activated. The "trueness" of the report is much dependent on relevance of the cues given (31).

Smith et al. also conducted experiments with additional instructions given prior to the question asking individuals to recall foods consumed (33). These instructions added context to the recall process, and thus the experiment examined whether manipulations of the recall process would affect diet reports. When individuals were asked to report according to food groups, higher frequency rates were obtained compared to reports without such instructions. It is possible that reports were improved with food groups instructions, but the results could also indicate that these instructions increased the rate of intrusions (26). Most food frequency and diet history methods present food items in a food group order. However, some studies have indicated that there may be more efficient ways of organising food lists in diet assessment. For instance, a study on food preferences noted, as a side finding, that study-participants discussed and organised their answers according to the type of meals they usually ate, and not according to food groups (34). In a study on reproducibility and accuracy of food frequency questionnaires a meal-ordered instrument performed better than an instrument organised according to food groups (35). A French study compared two versions of a diet history method with the same number of food items in both instruments (14). In one instrument foods were arranged according to generic food group order, and in the other according to
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Figure 1. Cognitive model of the survey response process.
The studies conducted by Smith et al. indicated that individuals lack stable long-term memories for the quantities of food they eat. However, the experiments also indicated that when food models were used the best estimates were obtained shortly after the judged food portion was viewed (24). These findings may indicate that recall of food portions has some accuracy in 24-hour interviews, but is more unreliable in “usual” diet assessment. A methodological study that examined total variation of diet made similar observations (41). Many foods had large variations in portion-sizes, which made it difficult to identify a typical or “usual” portion-size.

Although, the ability to estimate “usual” portion-sizes appears to be limited, and the assessment of frequencies appears to be of the greatest importance when ranking individuals on dietary intakes (41-43), studies still suggest that frequency estimates alone are not sufficient for ranking on macro-nutrients in particular (19,44-47). When using standard portion-sizes in nutrient intake calculations, some of the discriminating ability will be removed (48). Even if individuals do not have true “usual” portion-sizes for many foods, it may still be worthwhile to ask for portion-size information, if this will contribute to a clearer separation of individuals into different intake categories (49).

Conclusions

The issues raised above can be summarised as follows: 1) The specific cues presented (in a questionnaire or an interview) determine what an individual will recall about her/his dietary habits. 2) Memories of “usual” dietary habits are stored as permanent, or “generic” memories. However, the generic knowledge about individual dietary habits contributes significantly to reports about dietary intake during specific reference periods. 3) Episodic food memories influence the long-term, or “usual”, diet reports. Food consumption reports are commonly influenced by memories from unique events, from recent events, and from frequent events, because such food consumption memories are often judged as more salient than others. 4) Individuals are quite capable of reporting consumption frequencies which are consistent within individuals. However, the quality of absolute food frequency estimates is lower than that of relative estimates, probably due to poor calibration among individuals. 5) Food frequency reports are influenced by the instructions given prior to recall. This indicates that questionnaires with relevant memory cues may prompt individuals to provide diet reports of higher fidelity.

Figure 2. Cognitive model of dietary habit memory structure.

| Permanent diet memory: Basal consumption rate of “usual” diet |
|-----------------|-------------------|
| Consists of:    | Independent of time |
| Categories      |                    |
| Specific items  |                    |

| Episodic diet memory: Food consumption at specific events |
|------------------------|---------------------|
| Consists of:           | Decay with time     |
| Categories             |                      |
| Specific items         |                      |
| Context information    |                      |

del the types of meals in which the foods were usually consumed. In this population the food group version appeared to be less successful in ranking individuals on nutrient intakes than to the meal-ordered version (14).

In addition, a study that examined the perceptions of meaning of food frequency questionnaire items suggested that a number of changes could be made to provide more user-friendly memory cues (28). For instance, study participants preferred embedded questions, ranges of portion-sizes, questions about seasonal food consumption, inclusion of a “never” response category for frequency, disaggregation of foods with dissimilar eating patterns (i.e., tomato juice and tomatoes), unit-specific response categories for foods eaten primarily as units (e.g., eggs per week). The final questionnaire was long, but adjustments that increased page length often appeared to decrease interview time, because of better comprehension, easier retrieval, and fewer difficulties in formulating responses (28).

The importance of cues in dietary surveys is paralleled by findings from general survey research. For instance, a health-survey study indicated that recall of medical conditions among lay-persons was improved if questions were structured the same way respondents structured this information in memory (36). Thus the internal validity of questionnaires would likely increase if professional and scientific terms, which may not be fully understood by study participants, were avoided. Also, researchers working with populations of diverse ethnic backgrounds need to be sensitive to cultural differences, and ensure that questionnaire items are understandable and relevant to the examined population (37). Qualitative research methods are useful in the development of survey questionnaire questions (38). Qualitative inquiries will provide a deeper understanding of the circumstances that influence life events, thought processes and perceptions of respondents etc. (39), and consequently enhance the internal validity of the questionnaire. Qualitative approaches have rarely been used in the development of dietary assessment methods, but may be useful to identify memory cues that potentially could enhance recall of habitual diet.

Frequencies or portion-sizes?
The experiments conducted by Smith et al. indicated that frequency judgements of individuals were reasonably accurate and reflected a sensitivity to the rates of consumption. However, frequency judgements between individuals had much lower accuracy, probably due to lack of a common standard between study participants. Consider the consumptions of two individuals, A and B, as an illustration of these observations. A consumed boiled potatoes 9 times, and fried potatoes 6 times during a one-month period. B ate boiled potatoes 6 times and fried potatoes 9 times during the same period. When asked to recall their consumptions A reported having eaten boiled potatoes 11 times and fried potatoes 8 times, while the reported consumption of B was 5 times for boiled potatoes and 8 times for fried potatoes. The reported frequencies are not accurate in absolute terms, but within individuals the ranking of reported frequencies is similar to the “true” consumption. However, across individuals only the reported frequencies of boiled potatoes correspond reasonably well with the actual consumption (40).

“Never” and “daily” consumptions are probably judged with fair accuracy. However, correct accounts of sporadic consumptions may be more difficult. Cognitive research has shown that frequency judgements are commonly inferred from episodic memories. For example unique events, recent events, or frequent events may be overestimated because they are easy to remember and therefore judged more salient than others (29).

An issue of concern in dietary assessment is the estimation of portion-sizes.
A general conclusion from the work of Smith et al. appears to be that "usual" diet methods are reasonable methods in dietary assessment, because "if average dietary intake is what people can report about then maybe that is what they should be asked about" (31). Also, the calibration of food consumption frequencies among individuals needs to be emphasised in the future development of dietary assessment methods. Food frequency questionnaires request individuals to estimate frequencies of consumption from long lists of foods, many of which are rarely eaten. Smith et al. therefore suggest that free reports of habitual diets followed by calibrated frequency estimates, as a follow-up, may considerably improve the efficiency of nutritional surveys. Cross-checking questions of frequency responses have previously been used by re-searchers as a way to adjust food consumption frequencies, and to counteract the over-estimating effect of long food lists (13).

Other researchers have requested respondents to report the relative consumption frequency, i.e., "Out of 10 fruits how many are oranges, apples ... etc.?", instead of using food lists with uniform frequency response alternatives (49). Such approaches, and others based on findings from studies in applied cognitive psychology, need to be further developed and evaluated for their efficiency in ranking individuals when incorporated into an instrument. The potential of reducing the burden placed on respondents, and counteracting high drop-out rates and non-responses in dietary surveys, should strongly motivate nutrition epidemiologists to emphasise cognitive aspects in the future development of dietary assessment instruments.
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